
 

 

 

 

 

 

Bio of Artist 

 

 

Tenley is a jewelry designer and creator. She lives in a small fishing village on 
Rutherford Island in Midcoast Maine. Tenley uses lobster shells from local 
lobstermen in her community as the focus for her jewelry. Tenley earned her BA 
from Kenyon College in a collaborative major combining the disciplines of 
biology, economics and political science. Research for her thesis brought her 
back to the Maine coast, examining the lobster industry from three perspectives: 
that of the lobstermen, the natural habitat/biological influences and the overall 
government regulations on the lobster industry. Her interest in shells, nature-
created beauty and the socioeconomics of historic towns and trades and lobster 
fishing in Maine synthesized into Lobster Designs. 
 
Tenley is a mostly self-taught jeweler. She apprenticed briefly while living in 
Philadelphia, learning the art of PMC, Precious Metal Clay. Much of Tenley’s 
early work in beaded jewelry has been sold in and around Philadelphia craft 
galleries. She currently offers her work in both consignment and retail shops. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
For information about these and other products  

or to request references from other stores  
currently carrying Lobster Designs,  

please contact Tenley Seiders at  
lobsterdesigns@yahoo.com or 207.644.8449. 
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Jewelry Made from Real Lobster Shell    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      Go beyond a knick-knack souvenir and find quality,  
                                             a special story and the celebration of  
                                                    coastal life in our Lobster Designs. 
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Who We Are 
 
Lobster Designs is all about lobsters. We design and  
create jewelry that features lobster shell framed in  
sterling or 14K gold plated pewter settings. Each  
design is unique in color and texture, making it truly a  
one-of-a-kind piece. 
 
 
 
We are commemorating a Maine icon in the creation  
of each piece of jewelry. Coastal life is unique as are the 
traditions that coastal communities are built upon.  
This jewelry showcases one of the many reasons  
we hold the Maine coast dear- the beauty of glistening 
shells found along a rocky shore and our connection to the 
land and sea. Go beyond a knick-knack souvenir and find 
quality, a story and the celebration of coastal life in our 
Lobster Designs. 

 
 
 

Each piece of lobster shell jewelry comes packaged with  
details of the provenance of the shell used within. The name  
of the lobsterman who caught the lobster used in your  
particular piece. Information about “your” lobsterman,  
lobstering in Maine, recipes and fun lobster facts is  
available on our Facebook page at Lobster Designs or at  
our website: lobsterdesigns.weebly.com. 
 
 
 

Lobster Designs-  Miscellaneous Products 
Cufflinks- MSRP $42- 

Our line of shell cufflinks are set in a ½” 

silver-plated brass bezel with a pin-

hinge closure.   
 

Available in: 

    Solid Lobster Shell 

    Crushed Lobster shell 

    Crushed Mussel Shell  

    Crushed Oyster Shell 

 
 
Money Clip- MSRP $45- 
The Lobster Designs money clip is a beautiful piece showcasing a nearly  

1 ½ circle of crushed shell. The bezel is set on a stainless steel clip plated in 

chrome that is extremely sturdy and tight. It is able to accommodate single bills, 

multiple bills or even credit cards. Piece measures 

1” x 2” with a bezel 1” in diameter. 

 
Available in:         

 Crushed Lobster shell 
Crushed Mussel Shell  

     Crushed Oyster Shell 
 
 
 

 

 

Key Chains- MSRP $30 

Our key chains are a simple, nautical 

statement with a lovely brass finish and 

a swivel lobster clasp. 

 

 

 

 

CuffLobS 

MCL 

MCM 



PLSC 

Lobster Designs bracelets showcase all our beautiful shell pieces with 
additional accents including a matching charm in lobster, mussel, or oyster. We 
offer two styles from which to choose: 
 

The Charm Bracelet features a sterling silver-plated or gold-plated lobster charm 

along with a stunning piece of lobster shell set in your choice of silver or gold finish. 

The chain is a heavy cable link 

plated in .999 fine silver and 

measures a standard 7.5". The 

bracelet features a toggle closure 

though a traditional lobster clasp 

may be substituted upon request. 

Solid and crushed lobster shell, 

mussel shell and oyster shell  

MSRP- $64 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Five Link Bracelet is a show-stopper! This bracelet can be customized to include 

alternating square and circle links, solid and crushed lobster shell links, or even a 

combination of different shells. The bracelet measures 7.5” and is finished with a 

toggle clasp although a traditional lobster clasp may be substituted upon request. 

The bracelet is accented by a charm matching the shell featured within. MSRP- $185 

Lobster Designs   began with this 
simple piece, a circular pendant featuring 
the shell of lobster caught exclusively in 
Maine waters. The pendant comes with an 
18" cable chain, matching the finish you 
select. As each piece is unique to the shell 
from which it was created, some solid shell 
pieces will show a dramatic gradation from 
red washing into orange. Others may be more consistent in color/tone. Our 
crushed shell is a mosaic of beautiful tones. Since our conception in 2005, we 
have since added more shapes and included Mussel shell as well as Oyster shell 
to create even more exciting jewelry pieces and all are available in this ¾” piece. 
 

Original Circle- MSRP $48 

Available in: 

        A solid piece of Lobster shell 

 Crushed Lobster Shell 

        Crushed Mussel Shell  

Crushed Oyster Shell 

 

Large Circle with Pearl- MSRP $56           
These pieces showcase the largest amount of crushed shell available in our 
collection. A simple pearl drop adds interest to this pendant. The piece 
measures 1.25” in diameter. 
 

Available in: 

Crushed Lobster shell 

Crushed Mussel Shell 

     Crushed Oyster Shell 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CBLS 

PLSXC 

PMSXC POSXC 

CBMS 

CBOS 

CBLS 

BLG 

PLSC 



Lobster Trap Head- MSRP $57 

 

This piece is named for the funnel of twine within a trap that a lobster crawls 

through in order to reach the bait. The funnel allows the lobster to crawl into the 

trap but makes it very difficult to exit- thus trapping the lobster within. 

Available in: 

      Crushed Lobster shell 

      Crushed Mussel Shell  

      Crushed Oyster Shell 

 

 

 

 

 

Petite Cove- MSRP $45 

This diminutive pendant is a subtle statement ( ½” diameter) while offering the 

same commanding impact of color and texture found in our larger pendants.  

 

Available in: 

A solid piece of Lobster shell 

Crushed lobster shell 

Crushed Mussel Shell  

Crushed Oyster Shell 

 

 

 

 

 

Lobster Designs  earrings are the perfect accessory for any outfit, 

for any occasion. These earrings can easily accommodate a casual outfit or 

an elegant cocktail dress. The nautical color palette offers a simple burst of 

color to your day while the updated design gives movement. The classic 

shape pairs perfectly with our round pendants but are also stunning on their 

own or to complement a strand of pearls. As a gift, these gem-like pieces are 

stunning. For yourself, they are ideal.  
 

Classic Circle- MSRP $54 

        

All earrings are available as: 

         A solid piece of Lobster shell 

          Crushed lobster shell 

      Crushed Mussel Shell  

       Crushed Oyster Shells 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stud Earrings- These mini earrings are a subtle statement, 

showcasing the vibrant colors within while being demure.  

Measure ¼” round. MSRP $48 

 

Available in: 

   Crushed lobster shell 

     Crushed mussel shell 

     Crushed oyster shell 

 

Lobster shell has been crushed and set, piece  

by piece, into these classic circle earrings. 

PLSHC 

POSHC 

ELGC 

ELS 

PMSHC 

STUDMS 

STUDLS 

A solid piece of lobster shell has been 

 into these classic circle earrings. 


